AGENDA

1. Approval of agenda

2. Review of the SGSC minutes of February 5, 2019

3. Business arising from the minutes

4. Chair’s Report

5. For Approval

   5.1 Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences
      Department of History
         5.1.1 Full program proposal: History Graduate certificate
             New calendar entry: History Graduate Certificate

      Department of Economics
         5.1.2 Program changes: Economics PhD
         5.1.3 Course change (deletion): ECON 988

      Department of Gender, Sexuality, and Women’s Studies
         5.1.4 Program changes: Gender, Sexuality and Women’s Studies MA and PhD
         5.1.5 Course changes (title): GSWS 811, GSWS 812
         5.1.6 Course changes (title and description): GSWS 800, GSWS 820, GSWS 823,
             GSWS 824

      Department of Liberal Studies
         5.1.7 Program changes (calendar revisions): Liberal Studies MA

   5.2 Faculty of Education
      5.2.1 Course changes (title): EDPR 547, EDPR 548, EDPR 549, EDPR 550, EDPR
          557, EDPR 558, EDPR 559, EDPR 560, EDPR 567, EDPR 568, EDPR 569, 
          EDPR 570, EDPR 577, EDPR 578, EDPR 579, EDPR 580, EDPR 587, EDPR 
          588, EDPR 589, EDPR 590, EDPR 597, EDPR 598, EDPR 599

   5.3 Faculty of Science
      Biomedical Physiology and Kinesiology
         5.3.1 Motion to create a new acronym: NEUR
         5.3.2 New courses: NEUR 800 Foundations of Cellular and Molecular Neuroscience
             NEUR 801 Foundations of Systems Neuroscience
             NEUR 802 Translational and Integrative Neuroscience Workshop
         5.3.3 New calendar entry (standalone): Translational and Integrative Neuroscience 
             Specialization (TRAIN)
         5.3.4 Program changes (calendar revisions for TRAIN): Biomedical Physiology and 
             Kinesiology MSc and PhD
5.3.5 Program changes (calendar revisions for TRAIN): Biological Sciences MSc and PhD
5.3.6 Program changes (calendar revisions for TRAIN) Psychology MA and PhD
5.3.7 Course changes (deletion): BPK 825, BPK 861, BPK865

Department of Mathematics
5.3.8 Program changes: Mathematics MSc and PhD
5.3.9 Program changes: Applied and Computational Mathematics MSc and PhD

Department of Physics
5.3.10 Course change (units): PHYS 899

6. For Discussion

7. The date for the next SGSC meeting is scheduled for April 12, 2019 (SGSC Retreat)